The aim of this work is the improvement of cognitive agents performance. An agent is designed to follow fixed instructions to reach a given goal, this can be considered a limitation of agent technology because it does not have a minimum level of intelligence. This work proposes a new algorithm able to make prediction and learn from its experience in the prediction of a supervised environment. This allows the agent to analyse the history observations and make prediction of future environment state using the designed auto-adaptive algorithm based on stochastic models. The algorithms designed in this work can be applied in optimised scheduling or random environments management.
Introduction
The use of agent technologies in several complex distributed systems makes the design more easier than ever. By agent we mean, a computer system supervising a given environment using its sensors and have the ability to influence the environment with mechanism that we call effectors. Multi-agent system is a set of agents working in collaboration to achieve fixed objectives (Maalal and Addou, 2011) .
Distributed systems, whose behaviour is probabilistic, knows some performance perturbations and tasks are scheduled randomly without any optimisation. Giuliani et al. (2012) affirms that some optimisation problems can benefit from the agent ability to manage and optimise their behaviour, especially cognitive agents.
Cognitive agent with prediction capabilities can help to manage complex systems with random behaviour, by anticipating the next value and call adequate subroutines. Gambs et al. (2012) describes next place prediction techniques based on Markov chains coined as n-MMC: mobility Markov Chain, this technique demonstrates a high efficiency level in the range 70% to 95% according to Gambs et al.'s (2012) description.
The aim of this paper is to describe a cognitive agent design with a prediction mechanism based on Markov chain theory. The proposed prediction mechanism is auto-adapted by prediction error history using residue linear prediction. That gives the agent a real experience based on observation history and observation error history, then it can make the best decision by anticipation. This paper is organised as following: general context is presented in the next section, while Section 3 introduces mathematical aspects and models descriptions. Designed algorithms based on previous mathematical models are reported to the fourth section. Finally, conclusion and perspective aspects in the last one.
General context

Value-added discussion
In some systems behaving randomly, the missing of decision information presents, in one hand, some difficulties to maintain good processing go on. In the other hand, usually the manager needs to anticipate decision information to prepare adequate action planning (Doherty et al., 2010) . Prediction patterns so, seems to be the right solution to get necessary information from a random environment.
Current prediction technique, based on Markov's theory and statistical analysis, learns just from observation's history and do not include prediction error as a supplementary experience to adjust prediction strategy. This paper comes to contribute, on cognitive agent design with prediction capabilities, with a hybrid prediction algorithm design relaying on observations history, as a first experience, and prediction error history as second supplementary experience. That allows prediction operation to benefit from double experience which gives it more perfection.
Multi-agent system architecture
Proposed architecture reposes on multi-agent system description presented in Tigani and Ouzzif (2013) . It consists to adopt two kind of agents: a slave agent which will make the environment perception and master one which collects data from slaves, makes analysis and apply proposed prediction pattern, then order slaves to make a material reaction. Figure 1 shows proposed intelligent multi-agent system architecture: 
Environment state
Environment's state is modelled by a vector of parameters. Let us give an example and consider a web server as the supervised environment, parameters vector contains free memory space as a first parameter and available bandwidth as a second one.
In this work, a parameter can takes values assembled in a discreet finite states E = (e 1 ,…,e k ) inspired from Travers and Crutchfield (2011) . This supposition makes algorithms design easier and economical.
Mathematical modelling
Prediction error modelling
Analysis
Let ε i be the prediction error done at the instant i. The prediction error is given by the following equation:
X is the observation vector predicted using Markov's transition matrix at the instant i, however X i is the observed vector directly from the environment.
This section focuses on how to estimate the future prediction error if we know the passed errors history. Initially, the representation of the prediction model with a linear equation is admitted. Let
ε be the predicted model and ε i the real observation, both at the instant i. With the supposition that * i ε is linear, the model can be written as the next equation:
We define e n (a, b) as the sum of square distances between the real error and the predicted one from the first observation to the n th one. Mathematically, we write:
The goal is to find a and b minimising e n (a, b). Equation (3) has critical points: minimal values in this case, they are the solutions of the next equation:
Let Γ n = (ε 1 ,…,ε n ) be the prediction errors vector, I n = (1, 2,…, n) and Lebart et al. (1995) , least mean square algorithm is applied in this case and linear model coefficients are given by equations (5) and (6). Note that the application <.,.> is an Euclidian scalar product:
Linear model simulation and test
A simulation is done to improve reliability of the model based on equations (5) and (6). The simulation consists to choose 30 random observations and apply the two lasts equations to determine the linear model. In addition to the two curves, a third representing the residue is included in Figure 2 : The previous curves confirms that the developed linear model can represents the error observations cloud. Random data are generated to make simulation under Excel. The models discussed in this section will be applied in the next value predictor algorithm, in the linear model update section. The algorithm uses equations (5) and (6) to update the linear model coefficients every new observation.
Markov prediction model
Analysis
Based on Bouleau (1988) , the next model has been defined as follows:
Let (X n ; n ≥ 1) be a suit of random variables having values in V, and π 0 initial probability density at the instant 0. In the one hand, Markov's transition matrix, denoted by (P ij ), is given by:
In the other hand, the probability to observe the value j at the instant n + 1 is p(X n+1 = j), denoted π n+1 (j).
Using the total probability's law (Ripley, 1987) , previous equation becomes as the follows:
Initially, we suppose that all observations are equiprobable, it means that
After each observation, the matrix (P ij ) will be updated and that guarantees learning from experiences.
Algorithms design
Observations vector generator
Algorithm design
Environment behaviour is modelled with a vector of parameters, let us give an example with a web server considered as a environment and free memory, storage and bandwidth average are three parameters representing the environment's state. For resources and complexity optimisation, token values by each parameters are designed as a set of finite states. The previous design avoid the fact that the learning algorithm stores the observed value every each observation which means a storage capacity overow when observations number becomes bigger. The next algorithm's goal is the generation of a matrix whose vectors line represents all possibilities that can be observed in the environment. See the algorithm:
Illustration and discussion
Previous algorithm needs a finite states set and observation dimension. Let us give an illustration of the previous algorithm job: the ability of a server to receive complex requests can be measured, at a given instance, with the following parameters: free memory average, free storage average and bandwidth availability. Let us consider that o + = 1 means positive observation when a parameter average is greater than 30% and o -= 0 a negative one when less than 30% or equals to. Finite states list so is E = {o + , o -} and observation vector dimension is p = 3, the Observations_Vector_Generator algorithm will returns the next matrix:
Prediction model updater PMUpdater
Algorithm design
For a realistic algorithm design, the Markov's transition matrix and probability vector needs to be updated after each observation. The next algorithm do this job by taking the observed value in the current instant X n+1 and the previous value X n and updates the probability to observe X n+1 if we know that the past observation was X n . The matrix P ij represents the probabilities p(X n+1 = i | X n = j) for each i and j, this one is called stochastic matrix if for each line, the sum of all line components is equal to 1. When the algorithm updates a given probability, automatically others needs to be changed also to keep the matrix stochastic, this explains the need to define the matrix F ij . This one represents the observation frequency: the number of the event (X n+1 = i | X n = j), which will divided by the total of observations to have a probability.
The vector 1 n π + represents the total probability for each vector to be observed next time. It is obtained by Markov equation (7) 
Discussion
Let us consider that, at an instant m, the transition matrix is:
Observed value is j = 2 at instant m. After a while, at instant m + 1, the agent observes the second value i = 3, it means that the algorithm should increase p(X n+1 = 3 + X n = 2) which is equals to • (X n+1 = 1 | X n = 2) observed five times
• (X n+1 = 2 | X n = 2) observed ten times
• (X n+1 = 3 | X n = 2) observed six times.
After update, P (m+1) still stochastic and becomes: 
Linear model updater LMUpdater
Algorithm design
Linear model has two parameters a and b which are determined with prediction error history. This algorithm updates, using equations (6) and (7), the two parameters when a new prediction is done. See the algorithm:
Discussion
Previous algorithm's input is the error value at the instant n + 1 and returns the couple (a, b) . The update operation needs prediction error history, noted Γ n , before the instant n + 1. The algorithm adds new error to the history and increments observation number then apply equations (6) and (7). 
Next value predictor initialisation
Algorithm design
The aim of separation of the initialisations in an independent algorithm is simplifying the main prediction's algorithm in order to respect one of the most important best practice of coding which is line's number. See the algorithm:
Algorithm 4: NVPInit
Input: E = {e 1 ,…,e k }: Finite States 
Discussion
The previous algorithm takes E the finite states set and p the observation vector dimension and initialises necessary variables for Next_Value_Predictor algorithm. Those variables are V which contains all possible vectors that the agent can observe from the environment, linear model coefficients a and b and Markov's transition matrix (P ij ). The vector 0 , π representing the total probabilities for each vector, is initially supposed to be uniformly distributed.
Next value predictor
Algorithm design
This subsection presents the main algorithm which makes prediction, from line 12 until 16, and prediction auto-rectification, from line 20 until 25. It contains initialisations part, at line 2, which is discussed previously, follows an infinite loop, from line 6 until 36, in which the algorithm reads the current observation and wait for next one. During waiting time, Markov's transition matrix is used to find the more probably future observation if we know the current one. At the same time, an other prediction mechanism, based on linear regression, is used to predict the future prediction residue that probably the Markov predictor makes. Those information helps us to find the real future elected observation, see the next discussion for more technical details.
Prediction rectification discussion
Let us consider that a vector u has the biggest probability to appear at the instant n + 1 and ε n+1 is the residue that we can make by deciding that the next value is u. The quantity || u -v k || 2 represents the distance between u and given v k , its evident so, that the vector who worth to be elected having the prediction residue consideration, must minimises
Let us consider a two-dimensional space and the next graphic. Using Markov theory, the next observation is the blue point in the graphic, and using prediction residues history, the future residue is ε n+1 . As we can see, red points are so far from the area defined by B(u, ε n+1 ) which makes them excluded and makes the green point elected because it is the nearest and that rectifies the prediction mechanism. See Figure 3 
Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed the fact that agent technologies can benefit from artificial intelligence aspects and that allows agent to manage itself and make large scale optimisations. An auto-adaptive prediction algorithm is designed and applied in multi-agent system allowing it to acquire a prediction capabilities. That helps the central agent to anticipate future environment's state and make the right decision. Designed algorithm is based on Markov's chain theory and least mean square method as prediction rectification model, it relays on observations history, as a first experience, and prediction error history as second supplementary experience. Prediction's perfection benefits from double experience and that makes it increasing. UML design will be done using instructions in Rumbaugh et al. (1999) and simulation will be coded using C ++ using technics in Eckel (2000) and Schildt (1998) . Other agents are low intelligence level and considered as simple sensors supervising environment and sending data. Next works will focus on increasing slave agents intelligence level by adding perception capabilities found in Haykin (2005) , that makes slave agent supervising its environment with analytical eyes. 
